Aint Life Grand!: A Treasury for Grandmothers by Mary Engelbreit

Incredible, Wonderful, Beautiful Little Book!!!

Lauded by the Wall Street Journal for creating a vast empire of cuteness, Mary Engelbreit offers the perfect gift for grandmothers by pairing her signature art with quotes, poems, and short narratives honoring grandmothers of all ages. Mary Engelbreit continues to be one of the most prolific artists in the United States and was dubbed a Norman Rockwell for our times by People magazine. A sampling of passages includes:

A grandmother pretends she doesn't know who you are on Halloween. — Erma Bombeck

When grandparents enter the door, discipline flies out the window. — Ogden Nash

Features:
* Click here to view our Condition Guide and Shipping Prices

My Personal Review:
Lenox Butterfly Meadow Bone Porcelain Saucer
Pfaltzgraff Tea Rose Coffee Mug
Mary Engelbreit's works are incomparable and this book has to be her crown jewel! I'd recommend this little book for the illustrations alone, but the stories, anecdotes, proverbs, and etc. that make up the book are priceless! Mary is in a league with Tasha Tudor. Wouldn't you just love to sit down and enjoy a cup of tea with them?! The book arrived in perfect condition. What more can I say, other than to quote Mary herself: "Buy it! Buy it!"
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